Investigation of helium at a $\text{Y}_2\text{Ti}_2\text{O}_7$ nanocluster embedded in a BCC Fe matrix
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Nanostructured ferritic alloys (NFAs) are prime candidates for structural and first wall components of fission and fusion reactors. The main reason for this is their ability to effectively withstand high concentrations of the transmutation product helium. A high number density of oxide nanoclusters dispersed throughout a BCC Fe matrix act as trapping sites for helium and prevent its eventual delivery to high risk nucleation sites. The current study uses density functional theory to investigate the helium trapping mechanisms at the boundary between BCC iron and $\text{Y}_2\text{Ti}_2\text{O}_7$, a common stoichiometry of the oxide nanoclusters in NFAs. The investigation is carried out on a structure matched oxide nanocluster that is embedded within a BCC Fe supercell. Investigation of the electronic structure and a mapping of the potential energy landscape reveals that the localized ionic-covalent bonds present within the oxides create a potential energy well within the metallically bonded BCC Fe matrix, so that trapping of helium at the oxide nanocluster is thermodynamically and kinetically favorable.

I. Introduction

The potential risk of embrittlement of structural components of nuclear reactor materials is posed by the persistent production of nuclear transmutation products, such as helium. High temperatures exacerbate this risk by allowing the inert species to readily diffuse through alloy materials where its eventual delivery to microstructural defects, such as grain boundaries, dislocations, and voids, can lead to nucleation of highly pressurized helium bubbles.1,2 The pressure within these bubbles poses the catastrophic threat of crack formation, growth, and potential failure of the material. From this has grown a primary interest to develop materials that are capable of mitigating the risks of embrittlement. One such class of materials is an oxide dispersion strengthened steel called nanostructured ferritic alloys (NFAs). The prime candidacy of NFAs for the application of nuclear reactor materials stems from their remarkable ability to withstand, not only high concentrations of helium, but the accompanying high temperatures, pressures and neutron fluxes of the reactor environment.3–8

The ability of NFAs to withstand harsh nuclear reactor conditions arises from microstructural features produced by highly non-equilibrium mechanical alloying, hot consolidation and post-processing heat treatments.3,7,9 Such microstructural features are: highly refined elongated grains, high dislocation densities, and a high number density of Y–Ti–O oxide nanoclusters (NCs) dispersed throughout the BCC Fe matrix.7,10–12 The oxide NC phases exist in varying stoichiometric compositions such as $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$, $\text{Y}_2\text{TiO}_5$ and $\text{Y}_2\text{Ti}_2\text{O}_7$, and are formed during hot consolidation and post-processing heat treatments following dissolution of $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ powder into the Fe alloy matrix powder.11 NCs have exceptional thermal stability and serve to pin dislocations, providing a high yield strength, high creep strength and the maintenance of a large number of annihilation sites for radiation induced accumulation of point defect damage.5,6,13–16 In addition, oxide NCs within NFAs act as trapping sites for helium, where experimental studies have shown that greater than 50% of bubbles within the material are associated with an oxide NC.17–20

Various first-principles calculations have been performed in order to investigate the confinement of helium to the oxide NCs, but primarily, these have taken place in either bulk oxide, or bulk BCC Fe.21–26 Results from these investigations have shown that the formation energy associated with creating a helium interstitial is significantly higher in BCC Fe (≈4.5 eV)26 than in the oxides (≈1–1.5 eV).21–26 Additionally, the investigations have revealed that the migration barrier of helium in the Fe matrix is extremely low (0.07 eV)26 compared to the oxides (0.5–1.5 eV),22,24 where the constituent oxygen atoms play a key role in prohibiting helium migration. A recent investigation of the $\text{Y}_2\text{Ti}_2\text{O}_7$/Fe interface found that there are low vacancy formation energies and helium defect formation energetics similar to the bulk oxides, which promotes the sequestration of helium from the matrix to the interface.27 In addition, Yang et al. concluded that subsequently formed helium bubbles acted as point defect sinks for radiation induced defect damage.27
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Although the interface has been investigated with a particular highly strained orientation relationship, thus far, no investigations of the interaction of helium with an oxide NC embedded in the matrix exist within the literature, but the associated energetic landscape can help to shed additional light on the helium trapping mechanisms of oxide NCs in NFAs. In the current work, a first-principles investigation is performed on a Y₂Ti₂O₇ oxide NC embedded in Fe using a structure-matched computational setup that has previously been used to investigate the formation of Y–Ti–O NCs in NFAs. The primary result is a mapping of the potential energy landscape that shows that localized ionic-covalent bonding within the oxide NCs plays a key role in providing a high number density of potential energy wells for helium trapping throughout the BCC Fe matrix.

II. Simulation setup

Density functional theory as implemented in VASP has been utilized to investigate the structure and energetics of an oxide nanocluster embedded in an iron matrix with and without helium. Pseudopotentials generated within the projector augmented wave formalism with the generalized gradient approximation of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhoff describe the interaction between atomic species. The following electrons are considered as interacting valence electrons amongst the constituent atomic species: Y – 4s, 4p, 5s and 4d; Ti – 3d and 4s; O – 2s and 2p; Fe – 3d and 4s; He – 1s. A Monkhorst–Pack k-point mesh and a plane-wave energy cutoff of 400 eV have been used. BCC Fe is ferromagnetic and as such, spin polarized calculations have been performed. For each simulation, the cell shape and volume have been fixed, but the atomic positions have been relaxed until the total energy has converged to 1 meV per atom.

The problem of investigating the interface between an oxide NC and the Fe matrix using density functional theory is complicated by the complexity of the semi-coherent Y₂Ti₂O₇–Fe interface. Various energetically favorable orientation relationships have been experimentally investigated, one of which is Fe//[100] Y₂Ti₂O₇ and Fe//(100) Y₂Ti₂O₇ as shown by Ribis and de Carlan. The associated lattice mismatch with this orientation is about 12.6% and thus, a misfit dislocation exists. In order to implement this structure using DFT, an extremely large setup that has been previously used to investigate the formation of Y–Ti–O NCs in NFAs. The primary result is a mapping of the potential energy landscape that shows that localized ionic-covalent bonding within the oxide NCs plays a key role in providing a high number density of potential energy wells for helium trapping throughout the BCC Fe matrix.

the oxide nanocluster corresponds to the bottom 1/8th of the Y₂Ti₂O₇ unit cell with the metal atoms along the (100) edges of the oxide unit cell replaced by Fe. Within this setup, the inter-particle spacing is approximately 1.15 nm which is comparable to the inter-particle spacing found in experiments. The width of the oxide NC at its widest point is 0.49 nm. Thus, the size of the oxide NC with the current setup would correspond to the smallest of Y₂Ti₂O₇ oxide NCs in NFAs. However, while the size of the oxide NC is small, experiments have shown that the smallest precipitates within NFAs correspond to the Y₂Ti₂O₇ pyrochlore structure and thus, the methods used in the current investigation can provide insight for the trapping mechanisms of helium at oxide NCs of any potential size in NFAs.

In order to validate the current computational setup, the formation energy of the oxide NC has been calculated and compared to previous calculations. The oxide NC formation energy has been calculated as:

\[
\Delta E_F = E(w_{\text{Fe}}x_{\text{Y}}, y_{\text{Ti}}, z_{\text{O}}) - (w_{\text{Fe}} + x_{\text{Y}} + y_{\text{Ti}} + z_{\text{O}}) \tag{1}
\]

where, \(E(w_{\text{Fe}}x_{\text{Y}}, y_{\text{Ti}}, z_{\text{O}})\) is the total energy of the embedded oxide in Fe, and \(w_{\text{Fe}}, x_{\text{Y}}, y_{\text{Ti}}, z_{\text{O}}\) are the number of Fe atoms multiplied by the energy of the reference state (similar meanings for \(x_{\text{Y}}, y_{\text{Ti}}, z_{\text{O}}\)). The reference states for each species are as follows: Fe – the energy per Fe atom in a BCC cell; Y – the energy of a substitutional Y atom in BCC Fe; Ti – the energy of a substitutional Ti atom in BCC Fe; O – the energy of an O as an octahedral interstitial in BCC Fe. With this formalism, the energy required to form the oxide NC is \(-6.45\) eV per metal atom (where the metal atoms are considered as the Y and Ti atoms of the oxide) and is in good agreement with previous calculations on the formation of oxide NCs of this composition in BCC Fe.

In order to compare the relative stability of helium at the oxide–Fe boundary and in BCC Fe, the most stable helium positions around the oxide and at the central octahedral site have been located. To provide a broader picture of the thermodynamic stability of helium, the potential energy landscape has been calculated along the (1 0 0) plane of the structure matched oxide nanocluster and the (1 0 0) plane of BCC Fe. An 8 × 8 mesh, where the corners and edges of the mesh are defined by the oxide–Fe boundary, has been used as shown in Fig. 1(b). The mesh along this plane is largely symmetrically...
representative of the energy landscape of the entire outer boundary of the oxide where regions of significant free volume exist (i.e. presumably favorable helium nucleation sites). A helium atom is placed along each point of the $8 \times 8$ mesh and the nearest neighbor metal or oxygen atoms to the mesh-point are fully relaxed while the helium atom position is fixed. By subtracting the total energy of the system at the current mesh point from the reference energy of the helium-free oxide–Fe setup shown in Fig. 1, the potential energy landscape was created with a spline interpolation of the energies along the $8 \times 8$ mesh. The same method was used for the calculation of the potential energy landscape in BCC Fe using the same supercell, so that the extrema of both potential energy landscapes could be compared.

In addition to the potential energy landscape, the formation energy of helium in the NC containing BCC Fe matrix has been calculated as:

$$E_{\text{He}}^{\text{for}} = E(\text{Fe}, \text{Y}, \text{Ti}, \text{O}, \text{He}) - (E(\text{Fe}, \text{Y}, \text{Ti}, \text{O}) + E(\text{He}))$$  (2)

where, $E(\text{Fe}, \text{Y}, \text{Ti}, \text{O}, \text{He})$ is the energy of the supercell containing a helium atom associated with the oxide NC embedded in Fe, $E(\text{Fe}, \text{Y}, \text{Ti}, \text{O})$ is the total energy of the supercell containing the oxide NC embedded in Fe, and $E(\text{He})$ is the total energy of an isolated helium atom.

### III. Results

#### A. Helium at the outer boundary of the oxide and in the oxide

The magnetic moment of the atomic species as a function of the distance from the center of the simulation cell (where the oxide NC is positioned) has been investigated and is shown in Fig. 2. Most notably, the magnetic moments of Fe atoms stay fairly close to that of BCC Fe ($\sim 2.3$ $\mu_B$), but have a slight increase in the nearest NC neighboring atomic layers. To further investigate the slight change in the magnetic moment of the BCC Fe atoms, separate spin-polarized calculations of a pure 128 atom BCC Fe supercell were run with: (i) a slight (positive) variation in the volume and (ii) an Fe vacancy. In each of these cases, the magnetic moments exhibit similar behavior to what is shown in Fig. 2, indicating that the increase in magnetic moment is most prominently related to strain within the crystal from the presence of the oxide NC. In addition, a slight magnetization is induced upon the Y and Ti atoms which are directly neighboring Fe atoms. The magnetic moment of the O atoms of the oxide NC remain approximately 0, as expected. When helium was added to the system, no change in the magnetic moments in the boundary region were seen.

The formation energy of helium has been calculated along the symmetry equivalent locations of the oxide–Fe boundary, inside the oxide, and inside BCC Fe, in order to make a comparison between the relative stability of helium at the outer boundary of the oxide and in Fe. In order to ensure that all sites along the boundary layer are investigated, each of the eight corners of the Fe cube encompassing the oxide octahedron have been tested as He atom positions. In addition, an octahedral interstitial site (the most stable He interstitial location in the bulk oxide) exists at the center of the oxide and has also been tested. Relaxation of the helium atom from its initial position reveals four stable symmetry equivalent locations around the boundary layer and one stable location at the center of the cell on the octahedral interstitial location, shown in Fig. 3.

The interstitial locations exist along the faces and the edges of the octahedrally shaped oxide. The stable helium locations along the faces are described with respect to the oxide's metallic species that are located at the vertices of the octahedron as follows:

- He coordinated by two Ti atoms and one Y atom
- He coordinated by three Ti atoms (this corresponds to the tetrahedral interstitial position in the bulk oxide)
- He coordinated by three Y atoms

The stable helium location along the edges is described with respect to the oxide's metallic species located at the corresponding vertices of the octahedron as:

- He coordinated by two Y atoms

The formation energy for of each stable helium location has been calculated. Each of the interstitial positions in their relaxed configurations and the respective formation energy are shown in Fig. 3(a)–(e). Each of the helium defect formation energies for positions located at the oxide–Fe boundary are within $\sim 0.1$ eV showing that the stability of helium at the boundary in different positions is roughly equivalent. The most stable helium location is at the octahedral interstitial position inside the oxide, which is incidentally where the distance between helium and Fe is maximized. In addition, previous investigations of the bulk oxide have shown that the surrounding oxygen atoms play a key role in deeply trapping the interstitial helium at the octahedral sites. 21–23

The most stable helium interstitial location in BCC Fe has been previously calculated by Fu et al. as the tetrahedral interstitial location with a formation energy of 4.38 eV. 26 The formation energy of a helium interstitial, placed at a tetrahedral interstitial location at the farthest point from the embedded NC, was investigated within the supercell for comparison and the resulting formation energy is 4.67 eV, confirming that helium is significantly more stable in the oxide NC and at the oxide outer boundary than in the BCC Fe.

Yang et al. 23 reported first-principles investigations for accumulating quantities of helium in the bulk $Y_2Ti_2O_7$. 
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**Fig. 2** Magnetic moment of atomic species as a function of the distance from the center of the cell. Reduced coordinates were used for atomic positions.
structure revealing that clusters of two helium interstitials in the bulk oxide was significantly more stable than a single helium atom in BCC Fe (where the formation energies for helium defects are $E_{\text{He}}^{\text{For}} = \sim 2\text{--}2.5 \text{ eV}$ in the oxide compared to $E_{\text{He}}^{\text{For}} = \sim 4.5 \text{ eV}$ in BCC Fe). The most stable configuration was for two helium interstitials on separate sites. However, even the configuration where a 2 He atom cluster is centered around an octahedral interstitial site ($E_{\text{He}}^{\text{For}} = 2.87 \text{ eV}$ in the oxide) is significantly more stable than a single He atom in Fe. In the current computational setup, only one octahedral interstitial position exists. Thus, to investigate the stability of a small helium cluster on the most stable interstitial location, two helium interstitials ($\sim 1.5 \text{ at\%}$) have been initially centered on the octahedral interstitial position and relaxed to their stable positions. The relaxed structure is depicted in Fig. 4 and shows that an oxygen atom is ejected from the center of the oxide NC and becomes an interstitial located at the octahedral position in Fe, which is the most stable interstitial position for O in Fe. In addition, one helium atom remains at the central octahedral location, while the other finds its lowest energy position at the facet of the oxide. The associated formation energy is 4.1 eV. The ejection of the O atom, and the rearranging of the helium atoms to be on separate sites, is likely related to the small size of the oxide NC in the current setup and not related to the stability of the NC itself. However, in larger NCs the ejection of a boundary O atom can be a boundary effect, allowed by the available space for atoms to move at the iron/NC boundary.

A comparison of the energetics of the small two He atom cluster initially centered on the octahedral site (shown in Fig. 4) with the energetics of two He atoms placed at the boundary layer on separate sites has been made. The formation energy when the two He atoms are located on boundary sites is approximately 0.3 eV higher than the case shown in Fig. 4. This energy difference is approximately the same as the difference between the formation energy of single He interstitials, when placed on the octahedral site and at the boundary layer. This result reinforces the idea that He is most preferentially trapped within the oxide and not at the boundary layers.

The charge density and electron localization function (ELF) are shown in Fig. 5 and provide insight to the electronic structure of the oxide NC embedded in Fe. The localized maxima in the charge density correspond to atomic nuclei and core electrons. The ELF quantifies the probability of finding two electrons in close proximity to one another and thus, low values of the ELF correspond to low electron localization (or possibly no charge) and high values of the ELF correspond to highly localized regions of charge. In regions corresponding to the Fe matrix, there exists a highly homologous charge density and low electron localization, consistent with a metallically bonded crystal. By comparison, the region of the charge density corresponding to the oxide NC contains spatially expansive regions of very low charge density, and coupled with the electron localization, it is shown that little to no charge is present in the intermediate regions of the crystal that corresponds to free volume in bulk $Y_2Ti_2O_7$. This is highly representative of the more localized bonding arising from the iono-covalent Y–O and Ti–O bonds present in the oxide NC.

The charge density and ELF when a helium atom is located at the outer boundary and at the octahedral interstitial location of the oxide NC are shown in Fig. 6. In both cases, the helium interstitial is occupying the region of very low charge density as identified in Fig. 5. Similar behavior is seen compared to what
was shown in a previous DFT study\textsuperscript{21} of helium in the bulk oxide, where the interaction between He and the constituent O atoms of the oxide at the octahedral interstitial location is electron–electron repulsion, as shown by the ELF. At the tetrahedral location, there is an apparent balancing between the electron–electron repulsions of the He atom and the electron gas of the metallically bonded Fe, and with the valance shells of the neighboring O atoms of the oxide. Thus, the tetrahedral interstitial location of the oxide (which is a vacant site in the pyrochlore structure) offers a significant amount of free volume for helium to exist. Similar results are seen for each of the interstitial locations surrounding the oxide where interstitial formation is relatively favorable (compared to Fe) due to the free space at each of the locations.

**B. Mapping of the helium potential energy landscape**

In order to further investigate the root cause of helium trapping at the $Y_2Ti_2O_7$–Fe boundary, a mapping of the potential energy landscape has been created and compared to the charge density and ELF shown in Fig. 5.

The potential energy landscape for the (1–1 0) plane of the oxide NC embedded in Fe, as well as along the (1 0 0) plane of BCC Fe are shown in Fig. 7. The (1 0 0) plane of Fe is used because it forms the boundary with the Oxide NC. Both potential energy landscapes have been calculated using the same supercell, and both plots have the same energy reference. By comparing the extrema of the potential energy landscape calculations, it is shown that (i) the potential energy maxima are larger in the oxide NC than in Fe, and (ii) the potential energy minima are lower in the oxide NC than in Fe. The maxima are localized at atomic positions corresponding to Y, Ti, and O atoms, with Y being the most extreme. The potential energy minima that exist within BCC Fe are located at the tetrahedral interstitial locations, which has been previously calculated as the most stable He interstitial position in BCC Fe.\textsuperscript{26} Although the potential energy maxima are higher in the oxide NC, regions exist where there are potential energy wells whose spatial extent is significantly larger than those present in BCC Fe. In addition, the wells are approximately 4 eV deeper in the Oxide NC than in Fe. The large spatial extent and increased well depth in the oxide makes the NC a highly energetically favorable location for helium to accumulate.

**IV. Discussion**

The oxide NC in the current study matches the pyrochlore structure of $Y_2Ti_2O_7$, however, the stoichiometry is actually $Y_3Ti_3O_7$. This setup is the analogue of two situations: (i) the introduction of a high number of oxygen vacancies to the oxide, where the vacancies are nominally occupied by Fe atoms and (ii) the addition of an extra Y and Ti atom to $Y_3Ti_3O_7$, where Fe atoms have been replaced by metallic atoms of the oxide. Both of these situations give the same result that the oxide NC becomes more metallic. The increased metallic species’ presence at the interface would ultimately result in delocalized bonding and a corresponding delocalized charge density and shallow potential energy wells as seen in Fe. As a result, the energetic stability of interstitials at the boundary layer in the current study is lower than what would be expected in a setup where a more oxygen rich boundary was used. An increased oxygen presence would result in increased localized ionic bonding, and, ultimately, a more favorable potential energy landscape for helium trapping. This is consistent with Yang’s et al.\textsuperscript{27} calculations of the full (100) oxide/[(100) Fe interface setup, where interstitials placed at the metallically rich interface were notably less stable (and comparable in energy to the calculations in the current work) than interstitials located within the first layer of the oxide on octahedral interstitial positions.

The formation energetics of helium interstitials and interfacial defects were found to be higher than those in a previous investigation.\textsuperscript{21,23} In addition, by comparison to an investigation of the $Y_2Ti_2O_7$/Fe interface\textsuperscript{27} that found that the formation energetics of interfacial He defects were similar to those in the...
bulk oxide, the formation energies reported here are also higher. The potential reasons for this are that in the current work, a full relaxation of the supercell volume and shape was not performed in order to prevent significant distortion of the cell and to simulate the structural conditions as they would exist within the bulk alloy. Thus, there may be strain effects that are coming into play that were not present when calculations were performed on the bulk oxide. Likewise, the stoichiometry of the oxide NC deviates from $Y_2TiO_3$, though the pyrochlore structure is preserved and thus, the energies cannot be exactly compared between this study and the bulk oxide investigations. However, the potential energy landscapes calculated for the NC embedded in Fe and for the bulk oxide are similar, as are the interstitial He formation energies. This suggests that the energetics of the He atom in NFAs are most likely to be dominated by steric effects, and not by the exact local chemical composition: He interstitials are more stable inside or at the boundary of the oxide NC exhibiting large free volumes, rather than in BCC iron characterized by a homogeneously delocalized charge density. This result is consistent with previous findings that helium prefers to accumulate in the oxide as opposed to iron.

By investigating the potential energy landscape, the charge density, and the ELF, the favorability of $Y_2TiO_3$ NCs as a helium trapping site in NFAs becomes clear. Upon implantation of He into the BCC Fe matrix, interstitial formation is highly energetically unfavorable ($\approx 4.5 \text{ eV}$) and the implanted species is capable of migrating with a very low energy barrier of 0.07 $\text{eV}$.\textsuperscript{26} The inert helium atom’s high solution energy in BCC Fe stems from the small spatial extent of the potential energy minima that exist within the electron gas of the metallically bonded BCC Fe. Thus, since no bonding occurs between the inert He atom and the bulk Fe matrix, it can be inferred that the helium atom is repelled the delocalized charge density in the BCC Fe matrix until it reaches a location in which a potential energy well exists. Examination of the potential energy landscape, and relating it to the charge density, shows that regions within the alloy with a low charge density correspond to deep potential energy wells. Such regions of low charge density within NFAs could be comprised of vacancies or di-vacancies, voids, grain-boundaries, or, as investigated in the current work, oxide nanoclusters. The localized ionic-covalent bonding present within the oxide NCs creates a region within the bulk that serves as a spatially expansive potential energy well located within the Fe matrix making the oxide a highly thermodynamically favorable trapping site for helium.

Previous investigation in bulk $Y_2TiO_3$ showed that helium migration in the structure occurs at significantly higher energies than in BCC Fe.\textsuperscript{40} The most favorable migration pathway in the bulk structure was reported to extend between octahedral positions via the so-called “O–O” interstitial configurations with a barrier of $\approx 0.5 \text{ eV}$.\textsuperscript{40} The elevated migration barrier in the oxide is attributed to the complex potential energy landscape that arises from the Y–O and Ti–O ionic-covalent bonds. This is well reflected in the current investigation where the largest barriers correspond to atomic species and intermediate diffusion pathways have migration barriers on the order of $\approx 1–3 \text{ eV}$. In contrast, the barrier heights between interstitial positions shown in the BCC Fe potential energy landscape are significantly lower ($\approx \ll 1 \text{ eV}$), in agreement with other first-principles calculations.\textsuperscript{26} The increased thermodynamic stability, coupled with the increased migration barriers in the oxide, clearly demonstrate the synergy between the thermodynamics and kinetics to aid in trapping helium at oxide NCs. Simply put, when helium is implanted into the matrix as an alpha particle, it readily migrates through BCC Fe where it has a very low thermodynamic stability. Since there are a high number density of oxide NCs, the probability that the diffusion pathway intersects with an oxide NC is high. When the helium atom reaches an oxide NC, it reaches a more thermodynamically stable location and is less able to migrate from this location, thus remaining trapped at the oxide NC.

NFAs contain a high number density of oxide NCs of varying compositions, such as $Y_2O_3$, $Y_2TiO_3$ and other Y–Ti–O non-stoichiometric compounds. Previous DFT investigations of helium in bulk $Y_2O_3$ and $Y_2TiO_3$ exhibit remarkably similar behavior to that of helium in $Y_2TiO_3$ and would presumably have a potential energy landscape within Fe of a similar nature. Thus, the high number density of oxide nanoclusters within the alloy creates a high number density of potential energy wells that prevent helium from reaching grain boundaries and voids, ultimately lowering the threat of swelling, cracking and embrittlement significantly. Localized ionic-covalent bonding is characteristic of oxides and thus, it can be inferred that this trapping behavior would be exhibited by a wide array of oxide compositions. The key component to preventing helium from reaching grain boundaries is to have a secondary phase that provides spatially expansive potential and deep energy wells, but also elevated migration barriers, as exhibited by the high number densities of oxide nanoclusters in NFAs. Knowing that the substantial difference in the electronic structure of the oxide and Fe creates a high number density of potential energy wells within the alloy opens the door for the investigation of alternative precipitate phases that may aid in addressing the challenges still posed by NFAs, such as the formability of large-scale reactor components.

V. Conclusions

The formation energetics and potential energy landscape of helium at a structure matched $Y_2TiO_3$ oxide nanocluster embedded in BCC Fe was investigated using DFT. The investigation revealed that the potential energy landscape in the oxide has a spatially extensive and deep potential energy-well and elevated migration barriers that make helium trapping favorable. The potential energy-well arises due to localized ionic-covalent bonding between the metal and oxygen atoms within the oxide. From this, the pronounced ability of oxide NCs within NFAs to act as trapping sites for helium is attributed to a high number density of potential energy-wells such as that found in this investigation.
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